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REGULARITY OF PAIRS OF POSITIVE OPERATORS

SHANGQUAN BU, PHILIPPE CLIMENT AND SYLVIE GUERRE-DELABRIRE

0. Introduction

In this paper, we consider a pair (A, B) of closed operators on a Banach space X
with domain D(A) and D(B). The pair (A, B) is called regular if for every f E X,
the problem Au + Bu f possesses one and only one solution.

Related to the notion of coercively positive pair of operators, introduced in [S],
we also consider the existence of a solution to the problem XAu + Bu f for all
X > 0, with some uniformity in X. This stronger property is called X-regularity.

These notions ofregularity and X-regularity naturally arise in vector-valued Cauchy
problems; see [G], [DG], [S] and also [CD]. The uniformity in X, given by the X-
regularity, is often useful in certain applications to partial differential equations.

In [G], under the hypothesis that 0 E p (B) and in [DG], some sufficient conditions
are given to ensure the regularity of a pair (A, B) on certain subspaces of X, related to
the operator B. These subspaces, denoted by DR (0, p), are real interpolation spaces
between D(B) and X (Theorem 1.2).

It was observed in [S] that if 0 p(A) (q p(B), then the pair is X-regular on
DR(O, p).

In this paper, we prove the X-regularity of this pair (A, B), considered in [G], on
DR(O, p) under the weaker assumption that 0 6 p(B) only (Theorem 2.1). Note that
if B is bounded, then the pair is X-regular on X.
We construct an example of a regular pair (A, B) of operators in a Hilbert space,

with B bounded, satisfying the assumptions of the theorem of Grisvard [G], which is
not X-regular (Example 2.2).

1. Preliminaries

In this section we give precise definitions of regularity and X-regularity of a pair
of operators. Then, for the sake of completeness, we recall a result of Da Prato and
Grisvard [DG] (see also [CD]), which is the starting point of our results.

Let X be a Banach space and A and B be two closed operators in X.

DEFINITION 1. The pair (A, B) is called regular, if for all f 6 X, there exists a
unique u D(A) C) D(B) such that Au + Bu f
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If the pair (A, B) is regular, it follows from the Banach theorem that

(1.0) Ilull + IIAull + IlOull MIIAu + Bull

for some M > and for all u D(A)C3 D(B).
It is easy to verify the following lemma.

LEMMA l.O. Let A and B be two closed operators in X. Then the pair (A, B) is
regular ifand only if

(1) (1.0) holds and
(2) R(A + B) is dense in X.

Moreover, ifO p(A) or p(B) (where p(.) denotes the resolvent set ofan operator),
then (1.0) is equivalent to

[IAu[[ + [IBull <_ MIIAu +

for some M >_ andfor all u D(A) f3 D(B).

Remark I. The operator A + B is closed if and only if

Ilull-+-IIAull + Ilnull M(IIAu + Bull + Ilull)

for some M > and for all u D(A) N D(B).
In particular, if the pair (A, B) is regular, A + B has to be closed.
A regular pair of operators (A, B) is called coercive in [S].
Also, the stronger notion of coercively positive pair is introduced in [S], which

motivates our Definition 2.

DEFINITION 2. The pair (A, B) is called ,k-regular in X, if for all f 6 X and for
all ,k > 0, there exists a unique u D(A) fq D(B) such that ,kAu + Bu f and
moreover, for all ,k > 0,

]l.Aull + IIBull < MII.Au + Bull

for some M > 1, independent of,k and for all u D(A) D(B).

Remark 2. Clearly if (l. 1) holds, then the inequality

llAull + zllBull < MIIZ.Au + #Bull

holds for some M > 1, for all ,k,/z > 0 and u D(A) (3 D(B), which shows that the
definition of ,k-regularity is symmetric in A and B.
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It is also clear that this inequality is equivalent to the following ones:

IIAull MIIAu + )null,

for some M > and all ,k > 0 and u D(A) N D(B), and

llnull MIIAu + null

for some M > and all ,k > 0 and u D(A) D(B).

LEMMA 1.0... Let A and B be two closed operators in X (not necessarily densely
defined). If0 p A ), then the pair A B) is 2.-regular and only

(1) (1.1)4 holds.forall) > 0;
(2) There exists )o > 0 such that R()oA + B) is dense in X.

Proof. Clearly, it is enough to prove that conditions (1) and (2) imply that the
pair (A, B) is h-regular.

First observe that conditions (1) and (2) together with Lemma 1.0, where A is
replaced by 2.0A, and the fact that 0 6 p(A), imply that the pair (,k0A, B) is regular.
Thus, in particular, 0 p()oA + B).

Next we show that if 0 6 p()A + B)for some > 0, then 0 6 p(A + B)for
all > 0 such that

6 ifM > and if M=(*)
L M+ 1’ M- m+i’

Indeed, problem Au + Bu f is equivalent to

Au + Bu 1- Bu

Setting v Au + Bu, we have

(**) v B(A

From 1.1 )z, it follows that

IIB(kA + B)- M.

Under assumption (,), by the Banach fixed point theorem, it is clear that there
exists one and only one v 6 X satisfying (**) and hence (A, B) is a regular pair for
such . Noting that IIB(Au + B)- M also holds for in this interval, we can
repeat this argument and, since < and > 1, show by induction that the
pair (A, B) is regular for all > 0, which together with (1.1)z implies that the pair
(A, B) is -regular. This finishes the proof of Lemma 1.0.Z.
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Let us recall classical definitions on closed operators: A closed linear operator
A D(A) C X X (not necessarily densely defined) is called positive in (X, I1" II)
[Tr] if there exists C > 0 such that

(1.2) Ilull Cllu + )Aull, for every ,k > 0 and u D(A),

and if R(I + )A) X for some ,k > O, equivalently for all ) > O.

Remark 3. In [Tr], an operator A is called positive if it is positive and satisfies
the additional assumption that 0 6 p(A). In this paper, it is convenient to relax this
extra condition.

Observe also that A is positive if and only if the pair (A, I) is ,k-regular.

If A is positive, injective and densely defined, it is easy to prove that A- is also
positive.

If X is reflexive and A is positive, then A is densely defined [K].
Let E := {,k 6 C\{0}; arg .1 < r} t2 {0}, for cr 6 [0, 7r). If A is positive, there

exists 0 6 [0, 7r) such that (1.3) holds, [K p. 288]:

(1.3) (i)r(A)

_
E0 and

(ii) for each 0’ c (0, 7r], there exists M(O’) > such that II(.l A)-M(O’), for every ,k C\{0} with larg Xl >_ 0’

where r (A) denotes the spectrum of A.
The number COA .’-- inf{0 6 [0, 7r); (l.3)holds} is called the spectral angle of the

operator A. Clearly coa G [0, 3T).
An operator A is said to be of type (09, M) [Tan], if A is positive, co is the spectral

angle of A and

M := inf{C > 0; (1.2) holds min{C > 0; (1.2) holds}.

Note that M is also the smallest constant in (1.3) ii) for 0’
Two positive operators A and B in X are said to be (resolvent) commuting if

the bounded operators (I 4- .A)- and (I 4-/zB)- commute for some ., tt > 0,
equivalently for all .,/z > 0.

If A and B are commuting positive operators then A 4- B (with domain D(A)
D(B)) is closable [DG].

The following theorem, which is a consequence of a theorem of Da Prato-Grisvard
[DG] and of Grisvard [G] will be essential in the sequel.

THEOREM 1.1. Let A and B be two commuting positive operators in X such that

(i) D(A) + D(B) is dense in X,
(ii) coA 4- coB <
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Then the closure of A + B is of type (o, M) with 09 < max(wA, wn).
Ifmoreover

(iii) 0 E p(A) or p(B) (resolvent set of A or B), then
(a) there exists M > such that

(1.4) Ilull MIIAu + Bull, for all u D(A) fq D(B),

and O p(A + B),
(b) R(A + B)

_
D(A) + D(B),

(c) A + B is closed ifandonly i(R(A + B) X Oandonly if(l.l)holds,
(d) the inverse ofA + B is given by

(.) (A + B)-x f(A + z)-I(B z)-xdz,
27ri J

where y is any simple curve in p(B) f) p( A)from e-iO to eiO, with
o)B Oo mO)A

Remark 4. (1) Under hypotheses (i)-(iii) of Theorem I. 1, assumption 2) of
Lemma 1.0 is always satisfied. Therefore, in order to prove the regularity of a pair
(A, B), it is sufficient to verify inequality (1.1), which means that A(A + B)- is a
bounded operator.

(2) Similarly, under hypotheses (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1.1, assumption (2) of
Lemma 1.0.) is always satisfied. Therefore, in order to prove the ,k-regularity of a pair
(A, B), it is sufficient to verify inequality (1.1), which means that )A()A + B) -1

is a uniformly bounded operator for all ,k > 0.
In this paper, we shall always be in the situation of (i)-(ii) of Theorem 1.1, which

means that we will consider the following three hypotheses for a pair of positive
operators A and B in X of type respectively (OOa, MA) and (OB, Mn):

Ho" D(A) + D(B) is dense in X.
H" A and B are resolvent commuting.
H2" OOA W O)B < .

In order to obtain results on the regularity and the -regularity of a pair of operators,
we need to introduce the interpolation spaces DA (0, p), associated with a closed
operator A, for 0 6 (0, 1) and p 6 1, +cx]. These spaces are subspaces of X which
are dense in X for the norm II. whenever A is densely defined.

For 0 6 (0, 1) and p E [1, +), DA (0, p) is the subspace of X consisting of all
x such that

I[tA(A + t)-xl[ L,p,
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Pwhere L. is the space of p-integrable Borel functions on (0, +cxz) equipped with its
invariant measure dt/ t.

For 0 6]0, 1[, DA (0, 0) is the subspace of X consisting of all x 6 X such that

sup{lltA(A q- t)-xll (0, -t-a)} < +.

When 0 belongs to p(A), DA (0, p) equipped with the norm

IIxlIzgAO.Z,) IItOA(A + t)--xll’.
becomes a Banach space.

When 0 6 p(A) and A is bounded, II.llDa(0.p) is equivalent to the norm of X.
The following fundamental result, due to Grisvard (Theorem 2.7 of [G]) is the

starting point of this paper.

THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a complex Banach space, and let A and B be two positive
operators in X, of type (O)A, MA) and (w, MI) respectively, satisfying hypotheses
Ho, H, H2.

If0 p (B), the pair (A, B) is regular in Dt (0, p).

2. Results

The first result of this paper is the following theorem which is an extension of
Theorem 1.2 to the case of ,k-regularity.

THEOREM 2. I. Let X be a complex Banach space, and let A and B be two

positive operators in X, of type (O.)A, MA) and ((_OB, MB) respectively, satisfying
hypotheses Ho, H, H2. If 0 p(B), the pair (A, B) is )-regular in DB(O, p) for
every O <0 < and < p <_ (x.

Remark 5. If moreover B is bounded, it is clear that the pair (A, B) is ,k-regular
in X.

The next example shows that in particular, even if X is a Hilbert space, the hy-
pothesis 0 6 p (B) cannot be omitted in Theorem 2. I.

Example 2.2. There exists a Hilbert space G and there exist two positive operators
A and B in G satisfying hypotheses H0, H and H2, with B bounded, such that the
pair (A, B) is regular, but not )-regular in G.

Remark 6. In [L, Theorem 2.4] (see also [CD]), another example is given, where
A is the derivative acting on LP ([0, T]; Y) for some non reflexive space Y, such that
the pair (A, B) is not ,k-regular in DA (0, p).
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Proofof Theorem 2.1. Fix ,k > 0. By Theorem 1.2, we know that the pair
(A, ,kB) is regular in DB(O, p). In particular, for all x E DB(O, p),

yz (A + )B)-x D(A) f3 D(B)

and we have Byz DR(O, p) together with the inequality

II)Byzllo,O,p) CIIxllD,O,p).

We shall show that C is independent of .. For this, we are going to use equality (,)
of Theorem 1.1, applied to A and .B. Without loss of generality, since 0 6 p(B),
we can suppose that V consists of the half line (oe-iO, ge-i], the arc of the circle

C {z Izl , larg(z)l < 00} and the half line leei, cxei"), for some fixed
00, (_OB < (90 < 7r O)z and for sufficiently small e in order to insure that ?, is in
p(-A) f3 p(,kB). Since A is of type (COA, MA), by (1.3) there exists M such that for
all z such that larg zl < 00,

II(m + z)-
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [DG], for every > 0 we can write

()B + t)-yz ()B + t)-(A + )B)-x

f2rri
(A + z) (.B + t) (.B z)-x dz

f dz
2rri

(A + z) (.B z) X
+ z

f dz
2rri

(A + z)- ()B + t)-x
+ z

f dz
2rri

(A + z) (.B z) X
+ z

(,kB + t)- f dz
(A + z)-x

+ z

f dz
2rri

(A + z)- ()B z)-x
+ z

by (,) and H

(A+z)- M’
by analyticity of the function (A+z)-’t+z. and the fact that t+z.

<
Iz(z+t)l for larg zl

_< 0o.
Hence

LB(;B + t)-y y t(kB + t)-Iy
(A + ,kB)-x t(B + t) -1 (A + .B)-x
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Then

2zri
(A + z) ()B z)-x dz

l (A + z)-()B z)-xdz
2rci Jr +z

I z
(A+z)-()B-z)-xdz

2rri Jy t+z

)B(,kB + t) -I Yz z 4- (A + Z)-! (,kB z)-xdz.

First, we claim that

lim I z
(A + z)-()B z)-xdz O.

--,o+ Jc z +
Since B is invertible, II(,kB z)- is uniformly bounded with respect to z in a

neighborhood of the origin. So there exists e0 such that II(kB z)- < 211(B)-Then for e < e0 we havefor Izl _< e0. We can suppose that e0 < 7"

z
(A + z)-()B z)-x dz

z+t
< II(A 4-z) II(ZB-z) Ilxll Idzl

Iz/tl
dO 8M (,n)- IIx I10o< 2M II(.B)- IIIIxll

a-o,, 4- ecosO

which tends to zero when e -- 0+. The claim is proved; hence we have

fr, z
(A+z)-()B-z)-xdz)B()B + t)- yz

z +
where Vo consists of the half-lines {z’arg(z) -0o} and {z’arg(z) -0o}.

By hypotheses H and H2,

B()B + t)-)Byz
2rci z +

(A + z)-)B()B z)-x dz

and so

II*B()B 4- t)- )Byzll

< II(m/z) II,n(,n z)
2rr ,, Iz + tl

xll Idzl

+ r z(r)dr< K
v/t2 4- r2 4- 2trcosOo r
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where K is a constant depending only on A and B, and

x(r) max{ll.B(.B rei")-xll, II,kB(B re-i")-xll} dp

The hypothesis x e_ DB(O, p) means that r(r) E Lt,’(R+) (see [DG]); thus we
have

t II,kB()B -I- t)- Byzll
+ rt

(r)
dr

< K
v/t2 + r2 + 2trcosOo r

(rt-)- drrx(r)K
v/1 + (rt-)2 + 2rt-cosOo r

K.f g(t)

where

tl-O
f(t)

v/l + 2 + 2tcosOo
g(t) tz(t) L,P(R+)

6 L(R+)

By Young’s theorem, we can write

where K" is a constant depending only on A and B, see [DG]. On the other hand,
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hence

or

L]lLBy)llo(O.p) <_

IILB(A + LB)-IxIIDu(O,p) <_

This is the inequality that we wanted. It implies that

I]LB(A + LB)-I ]ID(O,p) <_

which shows the L-regularity of the pair (A, B) on Ds(O, p) by Remark 4.2.

Let us mention another case of L-regularity which is a consequence ofTheorem 1.2
applied in the context of [DV], namely when Bc is bounded for all s 6 [- 1, + ]"

COROLLARY 2.3. Let H be a Hilbert space and let A and B be two positive
operators in H satisfying Ho, H1 and H2. If0 p (B) and sup{ Bi’ Is <_ <
+cx, then the pair (A, B) is L-regular in H.

Proofof Corollary 2.3. As mentioned in [DV], under the hypothesis that
sup{llBi’llllsl < 1} < -t-cx, D8(0,2) D(B). Thus Theorem 2.1 implies
that (A, B) is a L-regular pair in D(B). Then Dore and Venni show that, under the
hypothesis of Corollary 2.3, (A, B) is a regular pair in H. An adaptation of their
proof can be done to prove that in fact, the pair is L-regular. Indeed, for x 6 H, by
Theorem 2.1, observing that B-x D(O, 2), we have

IILB(A + LB)-xll IIBLB(A + LB)- B-xll
< C BB-x C Ilx

where C > 0 is independent of L > 0. 12]

Construction ofExample 2.2. Let G be a complex Hilbert space and let A and
B be two positive operators with B bounded, satisfying hypotheses H1 and H2.
Observe that since B is bounded, H0 is also satisfied. If moreover 0 6 p (A), then by
Theorem 1.1, the pair (A, B) is regular and G D(O, p) for every 0 6 (0, 1) and
p 1, cxz]. Hence if the pair (A, B) is not L-regular, we are done.

In order to construct such a pair, we consider, as in [BC], the space

G e2(H) x (xk)er xk H and Ilxll 2
k=l
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where (H, II.ll) is a complex Hilbert space. A family (Ak)kN of bounded operators
on H defines the following closed densely defined operator A on G"

(2.1)
D(A) := {x- (x,),r, x, H, -,r IlA,x:]] 2 < cx:}
(Ax)k A:xk k E N for x (x,)kN 6 D(A).

Moreover A is bounded if and only if supksN IlAk < and if this is the case, we
have A supN A, II.

If 0 6 p(A) for all k 6 N and supkN IIA- < , then 0 6 p(A). As in [BC],
we shall say that the family of positive operators (A)N of type (0, M) satisfies
property (P) if for every k 6 N,

(i) r(Ak) C [0, xz) and
(ii) for every 0 6 [0, 7r [, there is M (0), independent ofk, such that (I /zA)-ll _<

M(0), for every z 6 E0.
We will need the following slight extension of Lemma 4.1 of [BC], which we state

without proof.

LEMMA 2.4. Let (A,),r, (B,),r be twofamilies ofboundedpositive operators
on H, satisfying property (P) and such that Ak Bk Bk Ak for all k N. Then
the operators A and B defined by (2.1) are densely defined and of type (0, MA) and
(0, Me) respectively. Moreover, the pair (A, B) satisfies hypotheses H0, H, H2.

Now suppose that (A,)kr and (B,)ks are two families of operators in H as in
Lemma 2.4 satisfying (2.2) and (2.3):

(2.2) 6 p(Ak) for every k 6 N and sup"-IlAk0
k6N

(2.3) ’v’l >_ qxl 6 H, IIx/ll 1, such that lllAlxl + lXlll IIAIxlll.
Set Bk /zk/k, with/zk > 0, k 6 N such that B _< for all k 6 N. Then the
families (Ak)kN and (Bk)kN also satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 2.4. The pair
(A, B) defined by (2.1) satisfies H0, H, H2. Moreover 0 6 p(A) by (2.2) and B is
bounded with B _< 1.
We claim that the regular pair (A, B) is not ,k-regular. Clearly for every ,k > 0,

the pair (A, ,kB) is regular and if (A, B) is ,k-regular, then there exists M >_ 1,
independent of ,k such that for all y 6 G,

(2.4) IIA(A + ,kn)-Yll < MllYll

Choose y y/) (yt))kN with

yl) 0 for k :/:

yl) (A! + [t)xt, N.
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Hence with L #-, from (2.4) we obtain

(2.5) MII(A! +/z)xzll IIAzxzll lll(Ai +/z)xzll

for every E N, a contradiction since (At +/t)xt = 0.
It remains to construct the operators At and/t. For this purpose, we shall need

the following lemma, which can be essentially found in [BC].

LEMMA 2.5. Let H be a complex separable Hilbert space with a Schauder basis
e*(e,,),,r and let ,,),,r be the corresponding coordinatefunctionals. Let (Cn)nr be

a nondecreasing sequence ofpositive real numbers and let Ct be the linear operators

defined by

(2.6)

where Nt Nfor all k N.

Ctx Z cte (x)et
/=0

Then the operators Ct are bounded positive operators of type (0, Mk satisfying
property (P). Moreover, 0 p(Ct) for all k N and suptr I[C- < o.

In view of this lemma, if (a,,),,r and (b,,),,r are two nondecreasing sequences
of positive numbers and At, /t are defined by (2.6) where (Nt)tr is an arbitrary
sequence of natural numbers, then the operators At,/k satisfy all required properties
except (2.3). In order to satisfy this condition, we choose for (en),r a conditional
basis of e2 as in [BC] and we choose for (a,,),,r, (b,,),,N the sequences denoted by
f(n) and g(n) in [BC], having the property that

sup (x)et
xGo, Ilxll--! k=0 ak + bt ek

where Go span{e,, n 6 N}. It follows that for every E N, there exists Nt 6 N
and ott,t 6 C for 0 < k < such that

t=o ak + bt et >l

where y(t) -,’=o ott,tet, 0 < Ilya)ll 1. Setting

U (X)emAtx y =0 amem
kx N, e*Y,n=O bm (X)em

we obtain

lIAr(At +/t)-y(Z)ll >/lly(Z)ll
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or equivalently

where t/) (At +/t)- yt)

_
0. Setting

X
!)

1)

I111
we obtain (2.3). This concludes the construction of Example 2.2. U]

Remark 7. In this construction, we can obtain a bounded operator A’ by defining

Ak-vkAkwithv, >0, kEN

in order to ensure that A, 1. Then, similar arguments show that the pair (A!, B)
does not satisfy (1.1)z although it satisfies (1.1).

It follows from Theorem 2.1 that 0 p(A’) U p(B). Hence one cannot assert as
in Example 2.2 that the pair (A !, B) is regular.
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